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QUESTION 1

You are planning an upgrade for an existing SharePoint 2010 intranet site to support a Spanish language version of all
existing sites.You need to meet the following requirements: 

.All text on the sites must appear in both Spanish and English. 

.Every page on the current English sites must also appear in Spanish. 

.All future pages must be created in both languages in a consistent manner. 

.The upgrade must involve the least amount of human effort and the least expenditure of hardware and software
resources. 

Which approach should you recommend? 

A. Install a parallel SharePoint farm using Spanish as the default language. Recreate all sites and incorporate the
Spanish language version of the site definition by specifying the Spanish language identifier. 

B. Install a language pack for Spanish on the existing SharePoint farm. Recreate all sites and incorporate the Spanish
language version of the site definition by specifying the Spanish language identifier. 

C. Install a language pack for Spanish on the existing SharePoint farm. Create SharePoint workflows that apply the
Spanish language identifier for the sites by specifying Spanish variations. 

D. Install a language pack for Spanish on the existing SharePoint farm. Apply the Spanish language identifier to the
existing site templates. 

Correct Answer: B  

 

QUESTION 2

You are using SharePoint 2010 to design a site at your company. All employees need to have permission to fill out a
new form. When an employee submits the form, the request should be saved as an item in a custom list.You have the
following requirements: 

.For security reasons, employees must only be able to view their own requests. .Employees must not be able to view
requests that other employees have submitted. .Company managers must have permission to view every request
submitted. 

Which approach should you recommend? 

A. Create a new workflow that updates the owner of the list item to the username of the employee who submitted the
form. 

B. Create and schedule a SharePoint timer job that sets item level security on each item in the list. 

C. Create an event receiver that sets the appropriate item level security. Add the event receiver to the ItemAdded event
in the list. 

D. Create an event receiver that sets the appropriate list level security. Add the event receiver to the ItemUpdated event
in the list. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A company with offices worldwide has asked you to design a SharePoint 2010 feature for an intranet portal.The feature
must: 

.Be activated only on a site collection. 

.Contain a customized list template. 

.Contain a custom List page. 

.Use globalized resources that can be shared with other features. 

You need to design the feature to support all these requirements. 

Which approach should you recommend? 

A. Use the Scope attribute of the feature to limit the availability of the feature to a site collection. Then set the
RequireResources element to true. Store globalized resources in a file in a global document library. 

B. Use the Scope attribute of the feature to limit the availability of the feature to a site collection. Then use the Module
element in the feature to provision a file into the SharePoint 2010 site. Store shared resources in the \web server
extensions\14\Resources folder. 

C. Use the Scope attribute of the feature to limit the availability of the feature to a farm. Then use the Module element to
provision a file into the SharePoint site. Store shared resources in the \_catalogs folder. 

D. Use the Module element in the feature to limit the availability of the feature to a site collection. Then set the
RequireResources element to true. Store shared resources in the \web server extensions\14\Resources folder. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Your company is rebranding its corporate extranet SharePoint 2010 site.The new design requires the site\\'s global
navigation to use nonstandard fonts for both the top-level and secondary drop-down menus.You need to ensure that the
new branding is rendered consistently in all browsers supported by SharePoint 2010. 

Which approach should you recommend? 

A. Specify the CssClass of the SharePoint AspMenu control. 

B. Specify the DynamicMenuItemStyle property of the SharePoint AspMenu control to render the text as an image. 

C. Use a theme to specify the font in the design. 

D. Develop a custom menu control to render the text as an image. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are helping an organization\\'s executive team to design an automated approval process to standardize certain
documents.You have the following requirements: 

.The documents must be reviewed and approved by multiple teams in the approval chain. 

.Each reviewer must provide feedback as part of completing a review. 

.Each reviewer must either approve or reject the documents. 

.After review, the document status must be changed; an e-mail must be generated to the document author and the next
reviewer in the approval chain; and a task should be created for the next reviewer in the approval chain.You must
design 

a custom workflow solution for the document approval process on a SharePoint 2010 site. 

What should the solution include? 

A. an initiation form to collect the reviewer\\'s feedback and a Simple activity to approve and reject the document 

B. an association form to collect the reviewer\\'s feedback and a Composite activity to support conditional activities such
as approval and rejection 

C. a task form to collect the reviewer\\'s feedback and a Composite activity to support conditional activities such as
approval and rejection 

D. a task form to collect the reviewer\\'s feedback and a Simple activity to approve and reject the document 

Correct Answer: C  
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